
Chapter 5

Linkages Between HDTV, HRS, and Other Industries

INTRODUCTION
HDTV is possible only through the intensive use

of digital electronics; signiilcantly  higher quality
pictures than today’s NTSC cannot be delivered to
the home by any other means because of bandwidth
constraints. As a result, the core technologies of
HDTV-production, storage, transmission, process-
ing, and display of information-are the same as
those used in computer and telecommunications
devices.

It is often overlooked in the current debate that
HDTV is a development vehicle for “High-
Resolution Systems” (HRS) generic to all informa-
tion systems. HDTV proponents, for example, argue
that the ability to produce high-performance dis-
plays and other technologies gained from a presence
in the HDTV market will give manufacturers
significant advantages in producing related compo-
nents and systems for the computer and telecommu-
nications markets. Skeptics resist the linkage argu-
ment as an unproven hypothesis and insist that these
technologies can be developed by the computer and
telecommunications industries independently.

OTA found evidence that HDTV developments
are driving the state-of-the-art in several of these
technologies more rapidly than are developments in
computer or telecommunication systems. The enormous
amount of information in a real-time, full-color
HDTV signal-some 1.2 billion bits per secondl
(1.2 Gbps) in the uncompressed signal-places
severe demands on today’s technologies. This con-
trasts sharply with the conventional stereotype of
consumer electronics as low-technology products
lagging far behind the leading edge of computers and
telecommunications.

HDTVS must handle huge information flows and
require special hardware to provide high computa-
tional speeds to convert a signal compressed for
transmission back into a viewable picture. Digital
Signal Processors (IMP)  tailored to this specific task

are meeting that requirement. In contrast, engineer-
ing workstations, for example, must flexibly per-
form a broader range of calculations than an HDTV;
therefore, they are software programmable.2

The major technological bottleneck for the work-
station today is the computational speed and the
flexibility of its microprocessor and graphics display
chips. Workstations put less stress on communica-
tions, storage, and certain aspects of display technol-
ogies than HDTV because they do not yet approach
the information flows or the (specialized) computa-
tional speeds demanded of HDTVS.

Other High-Resolution Systems (HRS), such as
desktop publishing and medical imaging, place
different and often lower demands on DSP, storage,
and communications technologies than does HDTV.
They typically do not operate in real-time and
accordingly have lower rates of information flow.
Many of these other applications also place lower
demands on display technologies than does HDTV.
They work well enough with slower response times,
limited colors, lower brightness, or smaller display
areas. Providing sharp images of stationary objects
as is usually the case with computer applications is,
in many respects, technologically easier than provid-
ing high-resolution, real-time, fill-motion video.
These other HRSS often require, however, higher
resolutions than currently planned for HDTV dis-
plays.3

While many of the linkages between these tech-
nologies are obvious, they are not easily measurable.
Nevertheless, these linkages can have an enormous
impact on widely scattered technologies and mar-
kets. Simple analyses in which the projected fhture
value of an industry is discounted to the present
cannot account for the new and unforeseen opportu-
nities that might be created by being in a market.
Sony’s and Philips’ development of the compact
disk player, for example, has opened huge markets
in computer data storage. Similarly, flat panel

1’IMS is for the NHK system. Other systems might have somewhat higher or lower data rates.

?Note that “smart” HDTVS would have the capability to be somewhat software programmable, but are not incIuded here as they are not likely to
be sufficiently low in cost for consum er use for some time. Their development will push the state-of-the-art significantly in programmable DSP.

sB~use ~omputer  ~sp~ys  me nom~ly  viewed closeup  and fiere are eye fati~e issues, some of the design criteria are different.
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62 ● The Big Picture: HDTVand High-Resolution Systems

plasma and electroluminescent displays, among
others,4  drove the initial development of Power
Integrated Circuits (Power ICS) which, in turn, are
revolutionizing the distribution and control of elec-
tric power in equipment ranging from aircraft to
air-conditioners.

The linkage argument does have limitations. For
example, unlike leading-edge PCs or workstations
where performance is everything and price a second-
ary consideration, HDTVS must be produced and
marketed at a price within reach of consumers. This
demands exacting design and manufacturing disci-
pline that is often lacking in narrower or more
specialized markets, such as the military or medical
imaging.

The large potential size of the HDTV market
could enable signiilcant improvements in manufac-
turing technology as firms seek to lower production
costs. In some cases, low-cost manufacturing will
require pushing the state-of-the-art in component
technologies; in others, it will mean that HDTV will
let the computer or telecom  markets push the
state-of-the-art and will then use those results.
Above all, HDTV-asfor allconsumerelectronics—
will require pushing the limits of cost-effective
manufacturing of sophisticated electronic systems.
This might be one of the most important impacts of
HDTV.

Whether or not a consumer HDTV market devel-
ops, the expectation that there will be a large market
is forcing manufacturers who wish to participate to
push the state-of-the-art in the various HDTV-
related technologies. If the market does develop,
then large-volume production might give the pro-
ducer economies of scale in a number of other
components and products.

Having a technology matters little if markets are
closed to innovators or the entry barriers are
effectively insurmountable. As a result, it is also
important for those that develop the technology to
capture a si~lcant  share of the market. In the past,
the United States has assumed that if the technology

was developed, markets would follow. Faced with
large, usually vertically (and horizontally) inte-
grated, aggressive foreign competitors; and con-
fronted with increasingly skill- and capital-intensive
R&D and manufacturing to produce high-technology
goods, this assumption is no longer valid.

Neither linkages nor market share nor volume
production of computers were su.flicient  to save the
U.S. DRAM business. U.S. firms produce about 70
percent of the world’ spersonal computers today and
lead the world in PC design. Nevertheless, domestic
fms have lost the market for DRAMs to Japanese
fins. A combination of factors, including less
efficient manufacturing by some U.S. fiis on one
hand and aggressive foreign trade practices on the
other, forced most U.S. manufacturers out of this
important market.

The United States has also lost important HRS
imaging markets such as low-end copiers, as well as
many other pieces of the electronics industry,
despite having a predominant market share in many
of these just a few years ago.

Startups in the U.S. electronics industry are
increasingly focusing on design alone and depend on
foreign operations for the highly capital-intensive
manufacturing operations5—they cannot secure the
capital necessary to do the manufacturing them-
selves. In contrast, a number of foreign firms with
little expertise in advanced electronics are becoming
important manufacturers of electronics through heavy
and long-term investments and careful attention to
the manufacturing process. For example, NMB
Semiconductor, a new subsidiary of a Japanese
ball-bearing company, Minebea, in just 5 years
entered and became the world leader in very fast
DRAMs.6 Kubota,  a Japanese agricultural equip-
ment company, is now manufacturing rnini-
supercomputers designed in the United States.7
Similarly, Korean semiconductor f-s are now
becoming “mportantproducers  of commodity DRAMs.

The United States cannot survive by performing
R&D alone. Manufacturing provides far more jobs,

‘@thers  include non-impact printers and multiplexing automobile wiring. In particular, automotive applications are expected to become an
increasingly important driverof tbis technology in thenextfew years. Martin Gold, ‘Autos Drive Smart Power IC R&D,” Electronic Engineen”ng  Times,
Jan. 15, 1990, p. 39.

s~tep~ Cillxlit @*l@ Corp., “Mid-Term 1988,’ Scottsdale, AZ, lists 18 startups during 1984-87 that chose not to build their own
fabrication facilities. Of these, at least one-third were using fabrication facilities in Japu ‘hiwa~  and Korea.

6$~How~ Took @er  ~ Fmt D~ -et,” Electronics, NOVedXX  1988, p. 188; Bob Johtone, “Chips and Sum’ FarEastern Economic
Review, July 20, 1989, p. 52.

~avid E. Sanger, “U.S. Parts, Japanese Computer, ” New York Times, Sept. 7, 1988, p. D].
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greater value-added, and larger cash flows than
R&D, and these are needed if future investments are
to be made in R&D or production. Nor can we expect
every American to earn a living as a design engineer.
With the increasingly tight linkages between R&D
and manufacturing due to the exacting requirements
of modern manufacturing processes and quality
control, and due to the need to design for manufac-
turability, R&D is merging with the manufacturing
process. In many cases, when the United States loses
manufacturing, the loss of R&D is not far behind.

The problems facing the U.S. electronics industry
are much broader than simply HDTV. Although
HDTV maybe an important element of any broader
U.S. strategy in electronics, by itself HDTV will
neither seal the fate nor save the U.S. electronics
industry. There are undeniable linkages-some
strong, some weak-that should be recognized, but
the problems facing the U. S. industry extend into
many other financial and structural factors. These
include: the higher cost of capital in the United
States resulting, in part, in lower capital and R&D
investments than our competitors; inattention to
manufacturing process and quality, poor design for
manufacturability, and separation of R&D horn
manufacturing; foreign dumping and foreign market
protection; and smallness of scale and/or lack of
vertical/horizontal integration compared to foreign
competitors. Some of these broader issues facing
U.S. manufacturing are discussed in a recent OTA
report ‘‘Making Things Better. ’

SEMICONDUCTORS
The rapid technological advances and cost reduc-

tions of digital electronics will likely make HDTV
affordable in the not-too-distant future. During the
past 10 years, the capacity of leading-edge memory
chips (DRAMs) has increased by 250 times while
the cost per unit memory has decreased nearly 100
times.9  Each generation of advanced TVs will use
increasingly complex digital semiconductors to
provide a better quality picture at a lower cost.

In turn, HDTV will directly push the state-of-the-
art in various aspects of digital signal processor
(DSP), display, data storage, and possibly semicon-

ductorpackaging technologies, among others. HDTV
may indirectly impact a much broader range of
components as well as computer and telecommuni-
cation systems as a result of these technological
advancements.

Digital Signal Processing

There are three steps in digital signal processing.
First, the continuously varying analog signals of the
real world—sound, light, temperature, etc.—are
converted into a digital form usable by computers
with an analog to digital (A/D) converter. (See box
4-2.) Second, the signal is processed with a Digital
Signal Processor-to decode the tightly compressed
broadcast signal back into a recognizable picture, or
reduce ghosts and snow (noise) to produce a
near-flawless picture. Third, the digital signal is
converted back into an analog form-sound and
pictures, etc. that people can understand-with a
digital to analog (D/A) converter.

A digital signal can be manipulated (as in signal
compression), analyzed, transmitted with greater
reliability, and stored in computer memory. In
general, the more the broadcast signal is compressed
to fit into a narrow bandwidth, the more digital
signal processing power is required for its recon-
struction.l”

Digital signal processing is used today in compact
disk players, facsimile mail, long-distance telephone
lines, computer modems, and in other applications.
Human hearing and vision are analog, so digital
signal processing will play an increasingly impor-
tant role in providing an ‘interface’ between people
and information systems in the future as we come to
rely more on images and sound instead of alphanu-
meric text.

Digital signal processing chips (A/D, DSP, D/A)
and digital signal processors in particular for HDTVS
are at the leading edge of many aspects of the
technology (figure 5-l). For example, at the 1989
International Solid-State Circuits Conference (the
most important international conference for unveil-
ing new chip technologies), some of the fastest DSP
chips ever developed were specifically designed for

SU.S. Congms,  Of3ice of Technology Assessment, Making Things Better: Competing in A4an@acturing,  OTA-ITE-443  (Wash@on,  DC: U.S.
Government Printing Ofllce, Febrwuy 1990).

%tegrated Circuit Engineering Corp., op. cit., footnote 5.
l~e development  of ~tter  video si~ ~~p~essio~  ~gori~s  is ~ impo~nt non.~dw~  ~~t of cment work kl DTV tht k dSO Critid

to the success of interactive video systems.
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Figure 5-1-Selected Applications of Digital Signal Processors v. the Speed of Operation
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SOURCE: Jack Shandle,  “Signal Processors Open Up New Territory in Communieations,” Hectronics,  April 1989, p. 79. Used with permission.

HDTV or related color video signal processing.11
The only comparably demanding applications today,
at least in terms of speed and throughput, are military
radar and sonar (highly specialized and low-volume
markets), and image processing that is closely

related to HDTV.

An uncompressed HDTV signal contains about
1.2 billion bits per second (1.2 Gbps) of information.
In comparison, today’s advanced engineering work-
station hits peak speeds internally of roughly one-
half gigabit per second.12  This signal is compressed,
transmitted, and is then converted back into a
viewable picture by the receiver. The amount of
computation needed to decode this varies with the
standard chosen, but can be as much as 2 to 3 billion
mathematical operations per second. DSPS are able
to handle these huge information flows and compu-
tational speeds—roughly comparable to those at-
tained by today’s supercomputers—at  a cost con-
sumers can pay only through specialized designs
tailored for specific tasks. Unlike HDTVS, super-
computers are able to handle a broad range of
computations and to do so much more flexibly .13

The development of certain important computer
technologies may be aided in part through efforts in
developing digital signal processing for HDTV. For
example, the ‘Ctestbeds”  built by the Japanese to
develop DSPS have required extensive work with
massively parallel processor systems—the ability to
hook-up many microprocessors in parallel to speed
up computations. At Nippon Telephone & Tele-
graph, for example, the National Academy of
Sciences Panel reviewing Japanese HDTV develop-
ment efforts observed a system with 1024 processors
in parallel, far fewer than some U.S. systems but still
a notable achievement. Parallel processing has been
a significant weakness in Japanese supercomputer
technology, and a primary area in which U.S. fms
have managed to maintain their edge. The experi-
ence with parallel processing hardware that the
Japanese have gained in their HDTV development
efforts may have spinoffs to their supercomputer
systems.

Similarly, HDTV research at the David Sarnoff
Research Center has led to the development of a
video-supercomputer  capable of an information
flow rate of 1.4 Gbps and computational speeds of

Illlickd Doherty, “At ISSCC, Pamllel  Signal processing, “ Electronic Engineering Times, Feb. 27, 1989.
lz~c~d  McComc~  “Supercomputer  Highway  co~d Be a co~&y Road,  Say Industry  Executive, “ New Technology Week, Aug. 14, 1989.
]sDavid Mes~m~~~tt,  Dep~ment  of El&~c~ En@eefig, univ~sity  of C~ifomia-Berkeley,  pmSOIXd COml!lUl unicatiom  July 31, Oct. 12 and

13, 1989.

141bid.
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some 1.4 trillion mathematical operations per sec-
ond at a cost of less than one-tenth that of other
supercomputers.ls

The DSP market is growing rapidly. It is expected
to increase from about $650 million per year to $1.6
billion by 1992 (figure 5-2). If the HDTV market
develops, HDTVS will use an enormous amount of
digital signal processing. For example, the Japanese
MUSE-9 system uses some 500,000 gates—a meas-
ure of processing power—to convert the highly
compressed signal back to a picture. 16 DSP require-
ments may be less or more than this, however,
depending on the eventual choice of transmission
and receiver standards.

If high rates of growth are realized for the HDTV
market in the United States, Japan, and Europe,17
then 15 years from now the use of digital signal
processing chips in HDTVS alone could be 10 times
today’s total world demand (measured by processing
capacity-’ gates”) for all microprocessor and re-
lated applications and roughly 100 times today’s
demand for DSP.18 Such estimates are speculative;
their qualifications are discussed below. Depending
on the relative growth of the computer, telecommu-
nications, and other markets, this may or may not be
important compared to the entire microprocessor
and microcontroller market in 15 years. It would,
however, almost certainly have a strong impact on
the cost of DSPS for video processing. Even under
low-growth scenarios a tenth as large, HDTV would
likely have a strong impact on the cost of DSPS for
video processing.

The United States currently has a stronger posi-
tion in DSP design than Japan and is about equal to
Japan in the production and performance of DSP
chips. Domestic firms have managed to maintain a
dominant market position in DSP because they have
better software for developing these chips. Texas
Instruments currently has 60 percent of the world
DSP market; NEC is second with 11 percent.19
Production of DSPS for HDTV could significantly
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Figure 5-2—Projected Growth of the Digital Signal
Processor Market, 1989-92
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change these market positions, depending on a
firm’s presence in HDTV. Such concerns may have
been a factor in Texas Instruments’ recent decision
to purchase the Japanese HDTV chip designs and
technology from Japan’s NHK in order to participate
in the Japanese HDTV market.20

DRAMs

HDTVS similarly place heavy requirements on
memory technology. Access times needed for HDTV
memory chips must be roughly 20 nanoseconds
(ns)—20  billionths of a second. Today’s fastest
DRAMs have typical access times of 60 to 80 ns.

Leading-edge PCs and workstations are providing
a significant market pull for the special techniques
and faster types of memory devices such as SRAMS
(Static Random Access Memory) necessag to
operate at high speeds. If the HDTV market devel-
ops, it could provide an additional pull for leading-
edge fast DRAMs. Matsushita’s 8 Mb Video RAM,
for example, has a serial access time of 20 ns, 1.5
times faster than current VRAM technology.

IsDavid s~off R~earch Center, “The Princeton Engine: A Video-Supercomputer,  ’ SWIIOff ~bs, Sept. 28, 1989-

16David Lammers, “U.S. ASICS on TV, ” Electronic Engineering Times, Feb. 27, 1989.
17Cone5pon&g  Uket projections are those by the Electronic Industries Association (EM) for the United States and the Japanese ~stry of posts

and Telecommunications (MOPT). Similar sales rates were assumed for Europe with appropriate reductions for the observed lower rates of household
penetration for color TVs.

Igworld logic  Gate production in 1987 is estited by O’IA to be about 2 trillion gates for microprocessors, microcontrollers, and ASICS. The
comparison is made by multiplying the high growth projections for HDTV by 500,000 gates per set.

Iwdfim I. s~auss,  “Fe@-Genemtion DSPS Will Debut Next Year,” Electronic Engineenng  Times, Aug. 7, 1989, p. 55.

‘Jacob Schlesinger, “Texas Instruments Agrees To Buy HDTV Technology From Japw ” Wall Sfreet.lourmd,  Sept. 14, 1989.
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HDTV could also become a si~lcant  new
market for DRAMs. An HDTV might use as much
as 32 million bits (Mb), equivalent to 4 million bytes
(MB) of DRAM, to store the HDTV picture in
memory.21 Assurning rapid growth of the HDTV
market as above, then the use of DRAMs in HDTVS
alone in 15 years could be five times the total 1987
world demand (by memory capacity-bits) for all
DIUM applications.”  Depending on the relative
growth of the computer, telecommunications, and
other markets, this may or may not represent a
significant tiaction of world DRAM use at that time.
Japanese firms are, however, already establishing
major new DRAM production facilities with the
expectation that their output will be used in Ad-
vanced TVS.23

These scenarios for DRAMs and DSPS are subject
to a number of quali.flcations  and uncertainties. If the
standard chosen for HDTV uses significantly lessor
more memory and digital signal processing, then the
projections would be adjusted accordingly. If the
development of the IDTV market, for example,
substitutes for HDTV and prevents HDTV market
growth, then the DRAM projections would be
reduced by a factor of 4 because the typical IDTV is
expected to use about a quarter of the memory used
in an HDTV.W If consumers instead move progres-
sively upscale, buying IDTVS and EDTVS first and
then move to HDTV, relegating their IDTVs/
EDTVS to use as a second set as they did B&W sets
when moving to color, then chip demands could be
25 to 50 percent greater than projected. If strong
commercial markets for HDTV develop, as pre-
dicted by the Japanese MPT, then chip demand
could be twice the projections above. Factoring in
production and broadcasting equipment sales could
increase these projections by 10 to 15 percent.m
Finally, some believe that progressively more so-
phisticated systems will be developed beyond HDTV,
requiring even more memory and signal processing.

Fifteen years ago the United States had more than
90 percent of the world market in DRAMs; today the
United States makes less than 15 percent of the
DRAMs purchased in world (merchant) markets.
Texas Instruments, Micron Technologies, Motorola
with technology licensed horn  Toshiba, and IBM
(for internal consumption) are the only U.S. firms
still producing DRAMs. The recent effort to forma
consortium, U.S. Memories, might have improved
somewhat the U.S. position. For a variety of reasons,
however, it failed to attract sufficient support horn
U.S. firms to even be launched.

Gallium Arsenide and Other Compound
Semiconductors

Receiver-compatible HDTV systems propose use
of the standard 6 MHz NTSC signal, which would
then be augmented with a second signal 3 to 6 MHz
wide to provide the additional information for the
higher quality picture. The wider bandwidth of such
HDTV systems may require GaAs (Gallium Ar-
senide) chips in the tuner due to their wider
bandwidth capability and their ability to handle
overloads.~

GaAs and related materials are now used in a
variety of applications, ranging fkom some leading-
edge supercomputers to the lasers in CD-players and
in fiber-optic systems. The use of GaAs remains
limited, however, due to the difficulty of producing
high-quality stock material and fabricating semicon-
ductor devices from it. If HDTV provides a large
market for GaAs devices, the additional production
volume might help some of these difficulties to be
overcome. Improved GaAs materials production and
fabrication techniques could have spinoffs to a
variety of markets.

The United States seriously lags Japan in a variety
of GaAs and related materials, processing, and

ZISome re-hers &lieve that fairly high resolutions can be achieved without such large use of memory; Others insist tit th=e tie signifi~nt
advantages in having a full frame memory, or 20 to 32 Mbits, depending on the standard, etc. Ultimately, the mezno~ and digital signal processor
demands will depend strongly on the particular standard chosen, but will also likely increase over time. (A Byte equals 8 bits and can represent one
character on a keyboard.)

%Estimated 1987 world DRAM production is 2.3x1014 bits. Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., op. cit., footnote 5.
Z+N~onKoWo S- J@y  b, 1989, cit~~ B~ w’haltm and Mark Eato~ “Prospects for Development of au.s. ~~~dustry,” CO@~

on GovemrnentaJ  Affairs, U.S. Senate, Hearing 101-226, Aug. 1, 1989, p. 516.

%Xuules L. Cohen+ “NEC ‘Ihkes An E!arly bad in Improved-Definition TV,” E2ecrronics,  Dec. 17, 1987.
fiw- G1e@ norida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, personal cmnmunicatiom Feb. 10, 1989.
%~  Kel~ Natio@ s~~ndu~tor, pm~ ~mmuuication,  ~. 21, 1989; Birney r)ayto~ Nvisio~  p~~ communi~o~  ~. & @t. 12

and 13, 1989; Ronald Rosenzweig,  Testimony at hearings before the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, Mar. 22, 1989.
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device technologies.27  Despite pioneering the devel-
opment of many of these semiconductor devices, the
United States today buys much of the unprocessed
GaAs material horn  Japan as well as the semicon-
ductor devices fabricated from it. AT&T invented
the solid-state laser, but in some cases has purchased
semiconductor lasers from Japan to drive its fiber
cable.

Semiconductor Manufacturing

Highly disciplined and cost-effective manufactur-
ing is required for a large HDTV market to develop
and for a firm to successfully compete within it.
Technology will have to squeeze even more circuitry
onto the same sliver of silicon to bring the cost of
HDTVS to reasonable levels. Reductions of the total
number of chips in this manner reduces costs-of
components, of assembling and testing the HDTV,
of repairing defects, and by increasing reliability.
Reducing the number of parts in color TVs was an
important aspect of the competition between the
U.S. and Japanese producers in the 1970s—and an
aspect in which U.S. producers seriously lagged.
The quest to reduce the number of chips in systems
is responsible for the explosion in ASIC (Applica-
tion SpecKlc Integrated Circuits) production, which
now accounts for about a quarter of all merchant
integrated circuit Production.x

Efforts to reduce the number of chips needed can
already be widely seen in ATV development. NEC,
for example, reduced the number of chips in its
IDTV horn  1,800 to 30.29 An early prototype of the
Japanese MUSE HDTV system had 40 printed
circuit boards, each centaining 200 chips for a total
of 8,000 chips. In contrast, the latest generation of
MUSE decoders unveiled in June 1989 has less than
100 chips. Half of these were ASICS with 26

different designs. To minimke the burden on any
one manufacturer in developing these numerous and
complex ASIC designs, NHK divided the effort
among 6 different manufacturers, and then distrib-
uted the designs among all the participants (ch. 2).

Manufacturers are also pushing the design of
conventional memory chips. Matsushita recently
unveiled an 8 Mb Video RAM designed spectilcally
for application in HDTV, and intends to begin
commercial sampling in 1990.30

Eventually, nearly all of the required memory and
DSP for an HDTV might be combined on a single
chip. Increasing levels of chip integration will
require a significant increase in current capabilities,
and correspond to the expected leading edge of
semiconductor technology for the next decade.31
The extent to which this drives the state-of-the-art
will depend on the relative size of the HDTV,
computer, telecommunications, and other markets.

A number of important studies have documented
the current U.S. lag behind Japan in a broad range of
semiconductor process technologies:

●

●

●

The Federal Interagency Thsk Force found the
United States lagging Japan in 14 semiconduc-
tor process and product areas; the United States
was ahead in just six categories and its lead was
found to be slipping in five of these (figure
1-1).32
The National Academy of Sciences found the
Japanese leading in 8 of 11 semiconductor
process technologies that will be critical in the
‘ihture.33  -

A recent study by the Department of Commerce
found Japanese semiconductor plants had a
5-year lead over the United States in the use of
computer integrated manufacturing techniques.x

27Rqoti  Ofthe F~~ ~temgency  SW working Group, ‘ ‘The Semiconductor ~dus~, “ National Science FoundatioxL  Washington DC, Nov. 16,
1987.

~Mm~~nt  pr~ucem we those ~hic.h ~11 on tie open market  and ficlude ~ Japanese and most U.S. wmiwnductor producers. Captive prOdUCerS
are those which use the semiconductors they produce themselves and do not sell them outside the fm. The world’s top three ASIC producers are Fujitsu,
‘lbshib& and NI?C.

3Cohe~  op. cit., footnote ~.
3oM,iyoko Mku@  “8 Mbit VRAM for HDTV,” Electronic Engineering Times, Apr. 3, 1989.
slDa~o~ op. cit., fm~ote 26; and* onpmj~tions  by Craig R. Btumt~ “TechnoIow Dixwtions for~tegfated  circ~ts~”  Se minar at O’IA, June

15, 1989.
32RepoII of a R&ml  Interagency staff wO&@  @XIp, Op. cit., fOOtnOte  27.
qsNatio~  Rmearch  Comc& ~$Advanc~ fio~ss~ of Elec@onic Mate& in the United States and Japa~” National Academy Pm.w, 1986.

%T.C. Holto~ J. Dussaul~ D.A. Hodges, C.L. Liu, J.D. plummer, D.E. Thomas, and B.F. Wu, “Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and
Computer Assisted Design (CAD) for the Semiconductor Industry in Japa%” JTECH Panel Repo@ Department of Commerce, Science Applications
International Corp., December 1988.
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These techniques have allowed the Japanese to
reduce turnaround time by 42 percent, increase
unit output by 50 percent, increase equipment
uptime by 32 percent, and reduce direct labor
requirements by 25 percent.

The Japanese have also rapidly improved their
plant and equipment to take advantage of the more
technically demanding, but cost-saving, large wafer
technology. From a position of parity in 1984, they
now use, on average, wafers that are nearly 35
percent larger in area than their American competi-
tors.35  IBM, however, is pioneering very large,
8-inch, wafer technology.

DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
HDTV drives display technology perhaps more

than any other single area. To truly appreciate
HDTV, much larger high-resolution displays are
needed than are generally available today. Indeed,
some analysts believe that the HDTV market will
not take off until large display s40-inch  diagonal
and preferably larger-are available at reasonable
cost. A HDTV display must have fairly high
resolution—lOOO lines or more; superb color; rapid
response times; large size; good brightness, contrast,
and efficiency; and low cost.

Numerous display technologies are being devel-
oped, including: improvements in conventional
picture tubes; advanced projection displays using
either CRTs, LCDS, or deformable membranes3G;
and large-area flat panel liquid crystal displays,
among others.

Conventional picture tubes will undoubtedly con-
tinue to be the display of choice over the next few
years. They perform well, they are efficient, and they
are low in cost due to the many years of experience
man~facturing them. In the longer term, however,
there will be a shift away from direct view picture

tubes. In the larger sizes desired for HDTV, direct-
view CRTs are bul@ and heavy in addition to being
fi-agi.le.  Although work is being done to reduce their
depth37, CRTs currently are nearly as deep as they
are wide-few houses have either doors wide
enough to accommodate large CRT displays (40-
inch or more) or living rooms large enough to
conveniently house them. Furthermore, the weight
of a 40-inch CRT display is several hundred pounds.

By the mid-1990s, many analysts expect that
high-performance projection systems will be availa-
ble that provide the larger viewing areas needed for
HDTV. Toshiba, NHK, Hitachi, Sanyo, Mitsubishi,
and Philips have all developed projection systems
for HDTV with screen sizes as large as 50 feet
diagonal. 38 LCD and deformable membrane projec-
tion systems are also under development with some
indications that the deformable membrane may have
advantages in efllciency, brightness, contrast, and
response time.

By the late 1990s, yet another display technology
may become available-the active matrix flat panel
liquid crystal display, or AM/LCD. Nine Japanese
companies demonstrated 10- to 14-inch color LCD
displays with resolutions of 640 by 400 pixels at the
1989 Tokyo Business Show.39 IBM recently un-
veiled an experimental high-resolution 14-inch di-
agonal color liquid crystal display that it co-
developed with Toshiba.40 Figure 5-3 illustrates the
current progress in developing AM/LCD displays
and a few of the firms that have led the way.41 The
Japanese recently began a 7-year, $100 million
collaborative research program to develop very
large, 40-inch diagonal, color flat panel AM/LCD
displays for HDTV and other applications (ch. 2).

Other display technologies are being investigated,
but barring fundamental breakthroughs,42 they are
less likely to be applied to HDTV. (In contrast, for

350T- ~~~p.

~cRTs  ~e cathode-ray tubes, the basic technology used today for TV picture tubes. LCDS are liquid crystal displays, the basic twbology  used today
in pocket watches, calculators, and many of the laptop PC displays. Deformable membranes work by reflecting light off a membrane that is deformed
point by point to either focus or diffuse the light so as to generate a picture.

sTDavid tires, “IWMSUShita Flattens CRT,” Electronic Engineen”ng  Times, my 29, 1989,  p. 29.
3s~WenceEo  ~ws, “~TvandHDTVDisplays: Evolv~gfiJap~”  JT’Ec!HP~el Review  of HDTV~Jap~presen~tion atNational Academy

of Sciences, July 26, 1989.
sgElec&onics, Septaba 1989, p. 100; Special Advertising SmtiOn on JaP~.
@AshOk Bin@ 46F1at panel AdV~ceS  had SID,”  EleC~Onl’c  Engineering Times, Apr. 24, 1989, p. 35.

41wfl~ c. Sctieider, ~l~L. Resor, “~gh.volume  fioduction  of ~ge F~l.Color Liquid-Crys@l Displays,” Znfonnution Display, February
1989, p. 8.

AzFor  e~ple, if a good blue phosphor can be fo~d for ekctrol uminescent displays, they might become a strong competitor with LCDS.
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ing cost are critical factors for each of these display
technologies. Progress in these technologies, how-
ever, is being made: the Japanese NHK Laboratory
recently announced an experirnenta.1  20-inch diago-
nal plasma displaf18,  and some believe that new
technologies might give plasma displays an edge
over A.M/LCDs.49

Production of large flat-panel displays will re-
quire signii3cant  advances in a number of important
technologies. These include: high-throughput low-
cost lithography tools for large area, high-
performance patterning of circuitry onto the panel;
large-area, high precision glass sheet production;
and large-area, high precision thin-film technology.

/
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r for displays under
R&D and in mmmercial  produ~on.  Display size, as measured by
the diagonal inch, is increasing at the rate of 3 inches (75mm) per
year. Commercial introduction follows R&D production by approx-
imately 3 years.
SOURCE: MRS Technology, Inc., Chelmsford,  MA. Used with permission.

flat panel LCD displays the technical limitations are
now believed to largely be in engineering.) Among
these displays are light-emitting diodes43,  Plasma
Display Panelsw, thin-film electroluminescent dis-
plays45,  and fiber-optic expanders4G,  among others.47

Size and weight, cost, brightness, power consump-
tion, viewing angle, response time, and manufactur-

other arefi as well. High prec~~on  control of thin
ftis, for example, is generic to a variety of
industries, from semiconductors to the production of
optical disks. Large-area lithography is expected to
be used to develop very high-density printed circuit
boards, or “chips on glass” by the Japanese Key
Technology Center AM/LCD research consortium.
This could be a very important development and is
discussed below.

Linkages such as these are difficult to anticipate.
Simple accounting may overlook them, but they can
sometimes lead to enormous new markets. Consider
the example of the Power htegrated Circuit. The
Power IC was initially developed and its costs were
driven down, in part, by the demands of such devices
as plasma and electrolti escent displays, among
others,so for IC drivers capable of handling medium-
level voltages (100 volts instead of the typically 5 or
so volts used in computer circuits) and relatively
high currents.

43LEDs  ~ve gener~y IOW efficiency in emitting lighg and there is an enormous variation in output and efilciency  between different colo~, m*g
them hard to match. LEDs also have a fairly variable light output from device to device There is relatively little new research going on now in LEDs.

44plasm Display panels io~e a gas ~~ ~ medi~.level vol~ge  (i.e., 100 volw) ~using  the gas to glow. Disadv~tag~  include the cost C)f the
electronics to deliver this voltage, low efficiency, and a limited color range.

4sElectrol uminescent Displays work by applying a medium voltage across a material causing it to glow. Limitations me its low eftlciency  and limited
color range. Planar (U.S.), in particular, hm been working on developing a better “blue’ color as well as better manufacturing processes and electronics
that can vary the intensity of the colors. Tom Manuel,“A Full-Color EL Display Is Demonstrated by Planar,” Electronics, May 26, 1988, p. 73.

46Fi&r-optic  expanders ~ve co~iderable profi5e, but we Cmenfly  embrofied  fi a patent ~pute.  See G~rge Gilder, “Severed H-ds and Wasted
Resources,” Forbes, June 26, 1989.

470~em ~clude  Vacum  fluoreSmnt  display5, ~ which Fu~&., ~c, and Ise hold the #l, z, ‘3 market  positions; cold cathode emitter d.kphiyS; ~d
electrophoretic displays.

48Ashok B~&% ‘fFlat panel Advances bad SID, ” E/ec~onic Engineering Times, Apr. 24, 1989, p. 35.

A9David Lie~~~ ‘ ‘Plasma’s HDTV FOCUS, “ Electronic Engineering Times, June 12, 1989.

~othem  include  nonimpact printers and multiplexing automobile* g, etc. Athough  apphCatiOfL3  in automobiles ordy began to be realized much
more recently, they were a long-term goal for some manufacturers.
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Plasma and electrolumin escent displays area tiny
fraction of the display market and Power ICS for
these panels are a still smaller market. Despite such
humble beginnings, Power ICS are now beginnin g to
fmd applications across a host of industries with
important benefits. These range horn  potentially
signiilcant  reductions in the weight and cost of
aircraft wiring and controlssl  to large improvements
in the efficiency of refrigerators, room air-
conditioners, and a host of other appliances.52

With the expected transition to flat panels and
other advanced display technologies, the United
States has a fleeting opportunity to regain a strong
market position in display technologies. In recent
years the United States strength in display technolo-
gies and markets has slipped away to the Japanese.
The United States still has a few scattered experts in
basic CRT technology at Zenith, Tektronix, GE,
Raytheon, Corning and a few other fins, but it lacks
the broad-based talent of the Japanese, particularly
in manufacturing.

U.S. fms are still competitive in some aspects of
flat-panel display technologies: in design, in the
production of the basic materials, in some of the
manufacturing equipment, and in some state-of-the-
art displays. Coming makes the best glass substrate
in the world for AM/LCD displays and currently
holds 90 percent of the Japanese market.53 MRS
Technologies, a Massachusetts venture startup, cur-
rently makes the world’s best lithography tools for
producing large flat panel displays.54 U.S. fms also
held half the 1988 world market in electroluminesc-
ent displays compared to Japan’s 29 percent; and a
quarter of the 1988 world market for plasma
displays—down from 57 percent in 1984—
compared to Japan’s 68 percent.55

These strengths are unlikely to last. In AM/LCD
displays, there are five significant R&D groups in

the United States-Sarnoff  Labs, Ovonic, Magna-
screen, Xerox, and Philips Labs (Briarcliff).5G GE
recently dropped its research program in LCDS.
There are more than a dozen fii in Japan doing
R&D in AM/LCD displays, most of them with more
projects and people involved than any of the U.S.
teams.57 Tables 5-1 and 5-2 illustrate the disparity
between U.S. and Japanese efforts in developing and
producing flat-panel displays.

No AM/LCD production lines are now operating
in the United States; essentially all of the world’s
production comes from Japan-which holds roughly
96 percent of the world market for (small pixel)
passive matrix LCDS and virtually IOOpercent of the
market for active matrix LCDS.58 Even if the United
States were to make breakthroughs, the manufactur-
ing infrastructure to produce the displays would not
be in place. Without production, there will likely be
little revenue to continue a long high-level research
program-particularly considering the large capital
investment and engineering effort required for
producing very large area screens.

Already, the remainin g U.S. strengths are being
challenged. For example, a MITI-sponsored consor-
tium, the New Glass Forum, was begun in 1985 to do
R&D in glasses, some of which may have applica-
tions to AM/LCDs. Nikon (Japan) recently an-
nounced a lithography system with a higher through-
put than that of MRS Technologies.59

The market for displays for all purposes is large.
Worldwide sales of flat panel displays of all types
was $2.4 billion in 1988, out of a total display market
of $8.2 billion. The flat panel market is expected to
approach $6.3 billion by 1995, out of a total display
market of $14 billion.a  Other estimates place the

slvl~~ Rume~ “power Devi&s Are In The Chips,” ZEEE Spectrum, July 1985.

Szswuel  F. Baldw@  “Energy.EfflCient  Electric Motor Drive Systems, “ in Electricity: Eflcient  End-Use and New Generation Technologies, and
Their Planning Zmp/ications,  Thomas B. JohanssoP  Bi-rgit Bodlund, and Robert H. Williams (eds.) (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Press,  1989).

SSGW Stk ‘‘~n~ac~g Hurdles Cwenge  Large-LCD Developers, ’ IEEE Spectrum, September 19*9, P. ~.

mNote, however, that it has lower throughput than the recent Nikon offering. See Stix, op. cit., footnote 53.

ssHeidi Ho- U.S. Department of Commerce, personal communication, NOV. 29, 19*9.
fi~lti Resor, ~S T~~ologies, persomd communicatio~ Oct. 12, 19*9.

57Lawrence Tannas, l?mnas Electronics, personal communication, Aug 9, 1989.
sgBob w’his~ BIS wc~tosh I.xmdo~ personal communicatio~ Mar. 29, 1989.
59s~, op. cit., fOOmOte 53.

6f)~~u.s. Brains for a De~rate Fight ~ F~t  p~els,” EZec~onics,  DWember 1988.
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Table 5-lAtatus  of U.S. Producers of Flat Panel Displays in the 1980s

Company EL LCD PDP Other

Alphasil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
AT&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cherry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Production
Coloray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Control Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Crystal Vision... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eleotro-Plasma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EPID/Exxon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kylex/Exxon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Closed 1987
IBM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LC Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Magnasoreen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NCR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ovonic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Panelvision  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Photonios  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Planar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Production
Plasma Graphics . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plasmaoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Safnoff Labs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sigmatron  Nova . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Closed 1988
TI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Xerox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Closed 1988

Closed1984

Sold 1983
Sold 1989

Closed1988
Researoh

Researoh
Sold1986

Researoh

Research

Closed 1987

Seeking funding
Closed 1980

Production
Closed1986

Sold1987

CIosed  1984

Production

Closed 1985
Research/Prod.

Closed 1983

SOURCE: DaveMentley,  Stanfofd  Resources,lncvSanJose,CA,personalcommunication,Apr.  25,1990;JimHurd,
Planar Systems, Inc. Portland, OR, personal communication, May 1, 1990; Larry Weber, Plasmaco,
Highland, NYj personal eommunieation,  May 1, 1990; and Defense Scienee  Board, “High Definition
Systems Task Force, Final Report,” Washington, DC, forthcoming.

Tabie 5-2—Recent Investments in AM/LCD Production Facilities in Japan

Investment Faotory
Company (U.S. $million)a Operational Iooation Technology

Alps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fuji-Xerox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hitaohi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Matsushita . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seiko Epson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seiko Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sharp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toshiba/lBM-J  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$33
80

134+67/yr
230
67
167
20
447
134

1992
ND
ND

4Q1991
ND
ND
ND

3Q1993
2Q1991

Iwaki
Ebina

Mobara
Osaka

Kagoshima
Nagano Pref.

Akita  Pref.
Tenrie/Mie

Himeii

TIT
a-Si TR
a-Si TtT

Poly-Si  TIT
T~
TIT

Diode Matrix
a-Si TIT
a-Si TH

Worwertecf at U.S.$1.150  Yen.
KEY: TIT-thin fiim transistor; a-Si-am orphous-sii.kxm;  Poly-S+poiy-siiicon

SOURCE: Dave Mentley,  Stanfotd  Resources, Inc., San Jose, CA, personaf  communication, Apr. 25, 1990; and
Defense Science Board, “High Definition Systems Task Force, Finai  Report,” Washington, DC, forthcoming.

flat panel market as high as $11.7 billion by 1996.61 The market for displays for HDTV could also be
The display market is also primarily driven by large. For example, if AM/LCDs became the display
consumer applications: 70 percent of the 1988 of choice, using the high-growth scenario above,
market was for consumer electronics; just 18 percent screen production for HDTV would be nearly 6,000
for computer applications.b2 times total world production of active matrix LCD

61Da~d  fiemm Cccolofi FUtUK  for Flat panels,” Electronic Engineering Times, Jm 8, 1990,  P. 71.
%dmond Branger, “Flat Panels in Focus, ’’Electronic Engineering Times, Mar,  20, 1989.
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screens today. 63 HDTV might then be an irnport~t
driver of flat panel display technology as well as
contributing to economies of scale in production.
Even with a small market for HDTV, the special
requirements of HDTV will drive large-area AM/
LCD or other flat panel technology development.

STORAGE
The state-of-the-art in magnetic and optical stor-

age technologies for studio use is already being
pushed by the large volume and high rate of
information flow requirements for HDTV and, to a
lesser extent, related HRS.@ Digital VCRs for
studios will require much higher magnetic recording
densities and information transfer rates through the
use of improved magnetic materials, recording
heads, and other techniques.G5  Sony, for example,
has developed a prototype studio VCR that has a
recording speed of 1.2 Gbps—five  times faster than
the previous record.fi  To similarly extend recording
times on compact disks, the semiconductor lasers
used will have to operate at higher frequencies than
those used today, requiring advances in semiconduc-
tor lasers and reductions in production costs.G7
Matsushita has recently succeeded in storing 2.6 GB
of video information on a single 12-inch optical
disk.G8 These recording technologies will have many
applications in the computer industry.G9

Such spinoffs horn  consumer electronics have
already been widely seen. Magnetic and optical
(compact disks) storage technologies were both
originally developed for the consumer electronics
market, but are now used widely in the computer

industry. In particular, compact disks are expected to
have a profound impact on information handling
generally.

Similarly, Digital Audio Tape (DAT) drives,
originally developed for the consumer market, are
expected to have a si@lcant  impact on the
computer data storage market. DAT sales in the U.S.
consumer market have been limited due to U. S.-
Japan trade friction and issues of copyright protec-
tion; therefore, prices are expected to remain higher
than if large volume sales had already been achieved.
If approved, legislation currently pending in the
Congress that requires copy-controlling devices in
DAT machines may open up U.S. markets. DAT will
be able to store about 1.3 GB of data on a cassette the
size of a credit card and about 3/8-inch thick and will
have data rates of roughly 1.4 Mbps.70

There are also spinoffs between technologies. The
hard drives used in computers are made by coating
a very thin, high-quality layer of magnetic material
on a metal disk. The technology to do this, and even
the processing equipment, originally came horn
semiconductor wafer fabrication. A key technology
for Iarge-area,  flat-panel displays will similarly be
putting extremely thin, high-precision coatings over
very wide areas. Once developed, this could have an
impact on the production of semiconductors, and on
magnetic and optical storage. The converse is also
true. Thin-film technologies developed for the
semiconductor industry could initially have an
impact on flat panel production, although the
impacts will likely decrease as the panel areas
increase.

Gsworld  toti pr~uction of small pixel  (not watches or calculators) passive LCD displays in 1988 was roughly 6.13 million tits, of which Japmese
firms produced 96 Pemeng U.S. firms 4 percent. World production of active matrix displays was 0.21 million units in 1988, essentially by all Japanese
firms. Assuming a distribution of 60 percen~ 3- to 6-inch diagonal, and 40 percent, 6- to 12-inch diagonal and averaging, the area is approxirnately4.6
million square inches of active matrix panels; and 135 million square inches of passive matrix LCDS. If high growth rate projections are realized,
assuming each HDTV has a40-inch diagonal (or 768 square inches for a 16:9 aspect ratio), then the total active matrix screen area produced will be 5,844
times today’s production of active matrix screens; 200 times today’s production of passive matrix. For the large areas required for HDTV, active matrix
screens will be necessary. World LCD production figures for 1988 were supplied by Bob Whisk@ BIS Mackintosh London.

‘Note  that for consumer use, the extensive signal compression brings storage densities to near the level of current technology, which is doubling its
storage capacity every 2.5 years. The video signal is not compressed before storage in the studio, however, to prevent the introduction of errors or artifacts.

GsOthe~  might include improved error correction algorithms or data coding techniques.
66’’HDTV Faces Many Hurdles in Japan, ” Electronic Engineering Times, Apr. 10, 1989. And Messerschmi~  op. ci~ footnote 13.
67~~HD~ Faces ~ny H~dles  in Japa~” op. cit., footnote 66. Increasing information stomge  on today’s ~S k diffhdt beCaUSe  the spot  she  on

the CD is approaching the wavelength of the lasers used-the system is approaching the diffraction limit. To increase &ta storage, higher frequencies
are needed.

@“Digital  HDTV Goes On Record,” ZEEE Spectrum, September 1988, p. 26. Please note that gigabytes (GB) is a volume of information-like a
bucket of water; whereas gigabits per second (Gbps) is a rate of information flow—like the rate of flow through a hose. These cannot be compared.

6s~~~c~ves  ~ -tie,” PC Magazine, Jan. 31, 1989.
70Terry COStiOW, “TechDiscord Rips Tape Industry,” Electronic Engineering Times, May 29, 1989, p. 53; Eng T&I and Bert Vermeule~ “Digital

Audio Tape for Data Storage,”IEEE Spectrum, October 1989, p. 34.
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Precision motors like those used in HD-VCRS
will also be used in computer tape and disk drives,
robotics, and elsewhere. Ttiay, Japan is the world’s
largest producer of precision motors due to this
synergy of uses among electronic products.71

The high-precision helical scan drives for VCRs
are now made primmily  in Japan, although a few are
made in Korea. Exabyte of Boulder, Colorado
purchases off-the-shelf 8mm camcorder-type tape
drive mechanisms from Sony and uses them in a 2.3
GB tape system (the highest storage capacity to date)
for computer data storage;72 they are totally depend-
ent on the Japanese source. With the continuing
move to higher density storage systems, firms that
produce computer tape storage systems, but do not
have access to helical scanning (VCR-type) tape
drives are unlikely to survive.73

The United States continues to hold a strong R&D
and market position in some storage technologies,
but has seriously lost ground in others. The United
States has largely lost the floppy drive business,
holding just 2 percent of world sales in 1987; but in
the hard drive market, U.S. fms have fought back
successfidly  and still hold a 60 percent or better
share. 3M continues to be a major world-class
producer of magnetic tape; but no U.S. fm pro-
duces the high-performance helical scan recorder
drives. Only one domestic fii, Recording Physics
in California, has the capability to produce the very
high-performance materials needed for read/write
VCR heads.74

The United States lags in many areas of optical
storage research, and has littIe  presence in the

manufacture of optical storage devices. Over a dozen
Japanese firms are developing or selling advanced
rewritable optical disks and/or drives.7s  The optical
data storage device market is expected to grow from
$400 million in the United States in 1988 to $7.3
billion by 1993.76

COMMUNICATIONS
With the declining costs of fiber, the extension of

fiber to the home is expected to become more
affordable. Some estimate fiber may be cost-
effective for large, new housing developments by
1992. There are optimistic projections that 17
million homes and small businesses could be hooked
up to fiber by 1999.77 The very high information
carrying capacity of fiber may make it the carrier of
choice for HDTV in the fhture;  and if the HDTV
market develops, it could further stimulate the use of
fiber-initially in the cable backbone and later to the
home.78  In the near- to mid-term, however, coaxial
cable will continue to be the most important medium
for carrying video signals to the home.79

As HDTV begins to be networked via fiber-
optic, it could be an important force behind the next
generation of telecommunications equipment. HDTV
will require wide bandwidths and, correspondingly,
a wide bandwidth switching and control system at a
cost consumers will pay (figure 5-4). Similarly,
low-cost techniques will have to be developed for
installing optical fibers to households. Software to
operate and manage a fiber network must also be
developed. Today, sofsvare is a significant fraction
of the expense of telecommunications80  and recent

71Yuji Akiy% “tiO* D

emands of Precision Motors Are Supported by AV Equipment Industial Robots,” JEE, February 1986, pp. 3@35.  IiI
particular, he notes that 40 percent of Japan’s precision motors go to audio video equipment. Further, fewer than 10 producers in Japan are able to make
motors of the precision needed for home VCRs, with a core deviation of less than 2 microns, a speed deviation of less than 0.02 percent and a price less
than 1,500 yen.

~Pleme note that this is the standard VCR tape drive ti.s used by COn8umers today. Its recording capacity is in GBytes  and cannot be compared to the
experimental Sony HDTV studio tape drive above with a recording speed of 1.2 Gbits per second.

TsCkk Johnso~ consultan~ personal communication, Aug. 11, 1989; Oct. 26, 1989.

7%id.
75~e5e  ~clude  Sony,  S-, (&nou  Nikoq ol~pus,  ~~ushi~,  ~shib~  Mitsubishi, fitachi,  Fujitsu, NEC, Ricoh, P i o n e e r .  EZectroru”cs,

September 1989, Special Advertising Section on Japan, p. 105. Roughly one-sixth of optical disk drive production for computer data storage applications,
on a $-basis, is done in the United States but essentially none for consumer applications is made here, and this is a far Imger market today. Ron Powel~
NIST personal communication, Nov. 14, 1989.

7sManny Fernandez, “Forecast ‘89-Mixed Emotions,” Electronic Engineering Times, June 12, 1989.

“‘Fiber Optics: Getting Cheap Enough To Start Rewiring America,” Business Week, July 31, 1989, p. 86.

78Larry  Wailer, “Fiber’s New Battleground: Closing the Local Loop,” Electronics, February 1989, p. 94.
7~mes~~ broadcas~g,  of cow~e, is the second most important in terms of household amess and wfi confiue  to serve a VW hrlporbnt  rOle.

Whether delivered by cable or terrestrial broadcasting, the three major networks are the most important source of programmhyz.
~Ju]es Be~sio, BellCore, personal cOJnmlmiCatiOn,  Mar. 15, 1989.
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Figure 5-4-Data Transmission Rates and Holding
Times for Different Types of Data Communications
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SOURCE: Stephen B. Weinstein, “Teleeommunieations  in the Coming

Decades,” IEEE Speetrum,  November 1987, p. 62. Used with
permission.

failures in the telephone system caused by software
suggest that additional development may be needed.

Consumer electronics has already had an enormous
impact on opto-electronics.  Much of the leading
research in solid-state lasers has been, for example,
by the companies that produce compact disk players.
(Related high-performance solid-state lasers power
fiber-optic networks.) These revenues have in turn
provided the capacity to further advance the state-of-
the-art.81

Despite pioneering fiber-optics and the electron-
ics that drive signals through the fibers, the United
States now lags Japan in many aspects of R&D and
the production of fiber and associated electronic
components. The United States still leads Japan,
however, in linking these components together into
complete communications systerns.82

PACKAGING/INTERCONNECT
Packaging/Interconnect (P/1) is the set of technol-

ogies that connect all of these component8-
semiconductors, displays, storage, and communica-
tions-into fictional systems. To connect a silicon
chip to the outside world, the chip is mounted in a
da.stic  or ceramic package that has tens to hundreds
~f metal leads. ~-ese p;ckaged  chips axe mounted
on printed circuit boards which, in turn, me intercon-
nected via standard multipin connectors on a moth-
erboard or a backplane (figure 5-5).

The cost of these comections  increases rapidly at
each level. Within the chip itself there are millions
of tiny wires of aluminurn comecting  the transistors
formed in the silicon. Despite their complexity,
these comections  typically cost just $0.0000001
each because they are all formed in a single step
using a photomask.  The cost of the comections
between the chip and the package it is mounted on
are roughly $0.01. The cost of comections  between
the package and the printed circuit boaxd are roughly
$0.10 each. And the cost of comecting  the printed
circuit board to the backplane are roughly $1.00
each.83  Overall, the cost of packaging/intercomect-
ing and assembling the electronic components,
together with testing the system, accounts for
roughly 30 to 50 percent of the total for a complex
electronic system. Most system reliability problems
are due to intercomect  failures, and P/I technologies
are a principal barrier today to achieving higher
system performance.

Today’s printed circuit board technology, for
example, etches individual circuit patterns in copper
foil laminated to sheets of fiberglass-reinforced
epoxy. Multiple layers of unique circuit patterns can
be kuninated together with more epoxy. Packaged
semiconductors and other components are then
mounted on the board and intercomected  via
copper-plated holes to specific circuit patterns on
different layers of the board. These holes account for
a large fraction of the total board area and limit
wiring densities and component spacing, and thus
slow attainable system speeds while increasing
system size, weight, and costs. The mechanical
drilling process used to form these holes limits
further reductions in their size.

81JWe~  J+ ‘1’ietje~ David S~offRese~h  cater,  Testimony kfore  the Senate COtitt= on ~v~en~ Afffi> ‘ug. 1, 1989”
82, ,Asesstig Japan’s Role in Telwomticatiom,“ IEEE Spectrum, June 1986.

‘sJohn  S. h&yO, “Materials for Information and Cornmu.nicatiou” Scientific American, October 1986, p. 61.
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Figure 5-5-Levels of Packaging/Interconnect
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Transistors are interconnected via metal leads on the integrated circuit and is then mounted in a plastic or ceramic package. The packaged
integrated circuit is mounted on a printed circuit board which, in turn, is mounted on a motherboard or a backplane.

SOURCE: Adapted from: National Security Industrial Association, Electronics Packaging/lntereonneet Task Force, “Eleetronies  Packaging/lntereonneet: The
Next Crisis for Cost-Effeetive  Military Eleetronies,”  Washington, DC, draft, 1989.

As an example, intercomecting  the 200 or so
chips of a supercomputer  processor, each chip
having 250 input/output leads or more, would
require a board with 40 layers of circuitry.~
Advanced ICS may require 500 to 1,000 inches of
intercomect  wiring per square inch of board-two
to three times the current practical limit. Designing
and building such boards reliably is very difficult.

Small, high-density multichip  modules are one
means of improving P/I performance that is now
gaining favor.85  IBM’s 3090 mainframe, for examp-
le, combines many chips in a ceramic module with
44 layers of wiring. These modules are then mounted
and interconnected via a printed circuit board with
relatively few layers.

In the longer term, the Japanese MITI and Key
Technology Center flat-panel display consortium
(ch. 2) intends to use the lithography and thi.n-fti
technologies developed for large-area flat panel
displays to advance these printed circuit board
densities through improved and lower-cost ‘Chip-on-
Glass” technologies.

C’hip-On-Glass  technology mounts “bare” inte-
grated circuits directly on lithographically printed
glass substrates. This has several important advan-
tages. Fine-line lithographic printing can provide
perhaps ten times the wiring density attainable with
the conventional copper-epoxy printed circuit
boards described above. Increasing the wiring den-
sity also reduces the number of layers necessary.
This reduces the space that must be allotted to the
interconnections between layers. The savings are
multiplicative. A conventional printed circuit board
with 40 layers of copper-epoxy interconnect might
be replaced with a lithographically printed glass
substrate with just two layers of intercomect.8c  This
provides substantial cost savings in both design and
production.87

Mounting the bare IC directly on the substrate
bypasses several conventional packaging and inter-
connect steps with further corresponding cost sav-
ings and improvements in reliability. Together, the
higher wiring density and use of bare chips can allow
substantial increases in how close components are

~Samuel Wekr, “For VLf+I, Multichip Modules May Beeome  the Wckages  Of ~oice, ” Electronics, April 1989, p. 106. This is roughly equivalent
to a Fujitsu supercomputer.

8%id.

~~ically, a total of five layers might be needed: one for bonding pads for the chips, two for intereonnee~ one for power, and one for ground.
LWBW ~m MCC, ~so~ Comxmmicat,iou  My 12, Oct. 12 and 13, 1989;  Jan. 23, 1~.
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packed. This allows higher speeds and reduces
system size and weight.

Chip-On-Glass technologies are used in special,
high-performance cases today, but could be applied
much more widely if large area lithography tools and
related technologies were available. These tech-
niques would allow many glass substrates to be
produced at once on a large sheet, rather than
tediously one-at-a-time.

The complexity and high speed of the chips used
for HDTV will require the use of high-performance
printed circuit boards. Complex multilayer printed
circuit boards will be necessary and new materials
may have to be developed to handle the high speeds
at an affordable cost.88 Although these are all
available today in high-end commercial and military
markets, manufacturing in volume for the HDTV
market might force rapid improvements in produc-
tion technology and dramatically lower their price.

The United States seriously lags Japan in many of
these P/I and related assembly technologies. A
recent National Academy of Sciences study found
the majority of U.S. companies 4 to 5 years behind
Japanese competitors in manufacturing process con-
trol and in factory automation for fabricating,
assembling, and testing electronics products.89  The
United States also lags Japan and Europe in the use
of surface-mount technology for connecting the chip
to the printed circuit board (figure 5-6).W This
technology saves space, increases reliability and
performance, and reduces assembly costs. Tape
Automated Bonding (TAB) technologies for pack-
aging semiconductors, invented in the United States
by GE but used more widely in Japan, offm
significant increases in reliability at greatly reduced

labor and cost.gl  In addition, TAB significantly
improves semiconductor Performance.g*

Producing P/I equipment and materials for HDTV
or, more generally, for the flat-panel display market
may provide economies of scale to a firm as well.
Shindo Denshi, the largest Japanese producer of
TAB tape, currently gets half of its sales from
supplying producers of LCD displays. Some Japa-
nese companies, such as Toshiba and Matsushit%
have also developed proprietary “outer leti bon-
ders” for comecting  wires to the display. This
technology is not for sale and might make it more
difficult for U.S. firms to enter the market.93

Many P/I and related technologies-assefily,
test, surface-mount, tape-automated bonding-have
been pushed the hardest by the consumer electronics
market. The Sony Watchman television, for exam-
ple, uses higher performance TM than the NEC
SX-2 supercomputer.w The consumer electronics
market demands high reliability, small size, and low
cost, but at the same time provides very large volume
markets that allow even expensive, yet innovative,
technologies to pay for themselves through long-
term productivity improvements as experience is
gained.

Because of these characteristics, consumer elec-
tronics often pushes the state-of-the-art in manufac-
turing technologies harder than lower-volume but
higher-profit markets-especially for assembling
components or systems. If the HDTV market devel-
ops, it may similarly provide manufacturers a testing
ground for developing new assembly technologies
with the volume needed to pay for themselves, as
well as gaining valuable experience in assembly of
sophisticated electronic systems that can be trans-
ferred to many other products.

88J~&W,  s~~ff~bs~~~~communi~tioq h. 15 ~dzo, 1989; Daytoq op. ci~, footnote 26. Attheveryh@  expected prOct%+ShlgspWds,
better PC board material maybe needed than standard epoxy as it is too absorptive at these high frequencies. Teflon boards have desirable dielectric
properties and are now used in high-speed computers, but will be too expensive for the co nsumer market. It may be necessary to develop new materials
that: are low-loss dielectrics; have good tempmture characteristics; and bond well to copper. Alternatively, some labs are trying to avoid these high
speeds on the board itself, which would require higher quality materials, by putting bus speed multipliers on each chip and thusrunning at the higher
speeds only within the chip itself.

g-~aca Studies Bored, “The Future of Electronics Assembly: Report of the Panel on Strategic Electronics Manufacturing Teclmologies”
(W@@tOU  DC: National Academy Press, 1988),

%esley  R. Iversoq “Surface-Mount Technology Catches On With U.S. Equipment Makers-Finally,” Electronics, December  1988.
gIJq L= ~J15 ~m ~elu=i*5 Big @le F~y Pay@ Off’?” Electroru”cs, Feb. 17, 1986; “~ON ~ghlights  * Do*t ‘O1e

‘Ih~Automated Bonding Is Taking, “ Electronics, Feb. 18.1988. David Lsmmers  and Ashok Bin@ “Tape Automated Bonding Sparks Renewed
Interest” Electronic Engineering Times, July 10, 1989, p. 53.

%?~e~r  Burg-, “~  for ~gh U() ad figh S@,” Se~”conductor  Znternationul,  June 1988.

g3J~~ G. pm= ad E. J~ V=- “HDTV D~elopm~ts in Jap~” TechSearch Internatio~  h., AUStiXL w 1989.

~“l%e  Future of Electronics Assembly,” op. cit. footnote 89.
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Figure 5-6-Fraction of Integrated Circuits Used in Surface-Mount Packages
for Japan, Europe, and the United States
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SOURCE: Wesley R. Iverson, “Surface-Mount Technology Catches On With U.S. Equipment Makere-Finally,” E/ecfronic.s, December 1966, p. 116. Used
with permission.


